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Abstract 
Smith, S.T., Fermat’s last theorem and Bezout’s theorem in GCD domains. Journal of Pure 
and Applied Algebra 79 (1992) 63-85. 
We develop properties of GCD domains which enable us to show that Sophie Germain’s 
theorem holds in all Z-rings with the GCD property. In particular. Sophie Germain’s theorem 
and related results concerning Case I of Fermat’s last theorem are provable in the weak system 
of arithmetic IOpen + GCD, open induction plus the GCD property. These results also hold in 
the stronger system IOpen + Bez, where Bez refers to Bezout’s theorem which states that 
g.c.d.(x, y) is a linear combination of x and y. We show that IE, b IOpen + Bez, where IE, is 
the system of bounded existential induction. In IE, we can use infinite descent to prove that 
x” + y” = z” has no nontrivial solutions for n = 4, 6 and 10. 
Introduction 
Fermat’s last theorem has inspired consideration of the equation x” + y” = z” in 
rings R other than Z. The object is to prove (or disprove) that this equation has 
nontrivial solutions, at least for some small values of IZ. (For R = Z, the current 
interpretation of ‘small values of n’ is ‘IZ zz 150,000’, cf. [17].) A number of 
algebraists have considered the case where R is a quadratic number field and 
IZ = 2, 3, 4, 6, or 9; see [13, Chapter XIII, Section lo]. In [l], Bolker takes R to 
be M,(R’) for a commutative ring R’; others have done so as well, as mentioned 
in [13]. R has even been taken to be the ring of entire functions. 
Logicians have their own favorite candidates for R. In logic the aim is to 
discover which of the properties of L are necessary in order to prove Fermat’s last 
theorem, at least insofar as it has been proved in certain cases. Thus R is taken to 
be a discretely ordered ring in which a certain amount of induction holds (for the 
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nonnegative elements of R, of course). That is, induction is assumed to hold for 
all formulas of a certain kind. For example, R might be a model of open induction 
(IOpen) in which induction holds for all quantifier-free formulas, or of bounded 
existential induction (IE,) in which induction holds for formulas of the form 
3Y,(o~Y,<t,G)).. .3Y,,(O 5 Y,, < L(X’)MC Yl) . . . 3 Y,,) 1 
where 0 is quantifier-free. (IE, was first defined by Wilmers, cf. [20].) Sometimes 
additional algebraic axioms are also adjoined. 
In [14], Shepherdson constructed a model of open induction in which xI1 + y” = 
Z” has nontrivial solutions for all n E N. This model has nontrivial solutions to all 
sorts of other equations as well, including xZ = 2y’. In particular, it is not a normal 
domain. In [4], van den Dries adjoined the axioms of normality to those of open 
induction and constructed models of this theory. However, he did not consider 
Fermat’s last theorem in this setting. 
We will look at models of open induction with the GCD property (every two 
elements have a g.c.d.); in fact, we will consider Z-rings with this property and 
show that Sophie Germain’s theorem holds in these structures. Thus we can prove 
the first case of Fermat’s last theorem for a number of values of the exponent n. 
We will also show that in the stronger system IE, , Fermat’s last theorem is 
actually provable for some small even exponents, namely n = 4, 6, and 10. 
In Section 1 we define GCD domains and LCM domains and show that they are 
the same thing. We prove some general results about them, the main theorem 
being Theorem 1.19. In Section 2 we apply these results to L-rings with the GCD 
property, enabling us to show that the usual theorem characterizing Pythagorean 
triples holds. Sophie Germain’s theorem and other results concerning Case I of 
Fermat’s last theorem hold in all Z-rings with the GCD property. 
Section 3 is devoted to showing that 
IE, 1 IOpen + Bez k IOpen + GCD , 
enabling us to extend the preceding results to IE, . We also show in Section 3 that 
certain relations are provably V, over IE, 
In Section 4 we prove Fermat’s last theorem in IE, for exponents n = 4, 6, and 
10. Finally, we list some open questions in Section 5. 
1. GCD domains 
In this section we prove the basic algebraic facts about GCD domains which we 
will need later. 
Definition 1.1. Let R be a domain. 
(i) Let a,b,c E R. We say that c is a greatest cumm~n divisor (g.c.d.) of a and 
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b if either a = b = c = 0 or else at least one of a,b is nonzero, cla and clb, and for 
any d E R, if dla and d/b, then dlc. 
(ii) R is a GCD domain (or R has the GCD property) if every a,b E R have a 
g.c.d. in R. 
We write xl y to mean that x divides y, with the convention that 010 holds (and 
OYy for y ZO). 
In a domain R, we write a = b to mean that au = b for some unit u E R, hence 
= is an equivalence relation. If c is a g.c.d. of a and b, then so is any unit multiple 
of c. On the other hand, the g.c.d. of a and b is unique up to unit multiple. Thus 
we write (a, b)= c. Note that (a, b)=(b, a) for any a,b. 
If R is discretely ordered, then 21 are the only units in R. In this case we write 
(a, b) = c and understand this to mean that c 2 0 is the unique nonnegative g.c.d. 
of a and b. 
We cite some elementary properties of GCD domains, taken from [6]: 
Lemma 1.2. Let R be a GCD domain. Then any finite number of elements 
a,, . . , a,, E R have a g.c.d. c E R. That is, cla, for each i, and if d E R is such 
that d/a, for each i, then dlc. 
Proof [6]. Let c,=(a,,a,), c2=(c,,a3),. . . ,c,~=(c,,_,,u,,) and take c=c,. 
0 
Lemma 1.3. Let R be u GCD domain. For any a,b,cE R we have: 
(i) ((a, b), c) = (a, (b, c)). 
(ii) ~(a, 6) I- (CO, cb). 
(iii) (a, b) = 1 and (a, c) = 1 ~((a, bc) = 1. 
Proof. See [6]. 0 
Definition 1.4. Let R be a domain. 
(i) Let a,b,c E R. We say that c is a least common multiple (1.c.m.) of a and b 
if either c = 0 and at least one of a,b is also zero, or else a,b,c are nonzero, 
ale, blc, and for any d E R, 
(ii) R is an LCM domain 
an 1.c.m. in R. 
if aId and bid, then cld. 
(or R has the LCM property) if every a,b E R have 
If c is an 1.c.m. of a and b we write [a, b] = c. Here c is unique up to unit, 
[a, b]=[b, a], and when R is discretely ordered we write [a, b] = c with the 
understanding that c is nonnegative. 
Now we show that GCD domains have the LCM property. 
Lemma 1.5. Let R be a GCD domain. Any a,b E R have an 1.c.m. [a, b] which 
satisfies (a, b)[a, b] = ab. 
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Proof. If one or more of a,b is zero, we have [a, b] = ab = 0, so suppose both are 
nonzero. Let (a, b) = g. Then gjab, so there is a unique e E R such that g& = ab. 
We will show that e is an 1.c.m. of a and b. 
Since (a, b) = g we have ,gl b, hence al t. Similarly glu and so bl e. Thus e is a 
common multiple of a and b. Now suppose c is any nonzero common multiple of a 
and b, and let d = (ub, c). Then d is also a common multiple of a and 6. Since 
Of d(ab, there is a unique e E R, such that de = ab. Now aId and so elb, and bid 
so elu. Thus e is a common divisor of a and b, hence elg I- (u, b); say g = ef We 
therefore have de = ub = gt! = efl, so de = efe and hence d = fk’. We have shown 
that &Id, and since dlc we have tic. Thus (=[a, b]. 0 
In a similar way we can show that LCM domains have the GCD property. The 
analogues to the previous lemmas are the following: 
Lemma 1.6. Let R be an LCM domain. Then any finite number of elements 
u,, . ‘. 1 a,, E R has un l.c. m. c E R. That is, u, Ic for each i, and if d E R is such 
that u,(d for each i, then cld. 0 
Lemma 1.7. Let R be un LCM domain. For any u,b,cE R we have: 
6) Ku, bl, cl = [u, [b, ~11. 
(ii) c[u, b] = [cu, cb]. 
(iii) [a, b] = ub and [a, c] = UC =$ [a, bc] = ubc. Moreover, if bc #O, then the 
reverse implication also holds. 
Proof. (i) Both expressions are l.c.m.‘s of a, b, and c. 
(ii) If c = 0, this is obvious, so suppose c # 0. Let [a, b] = d, [cu, cb] = e. Then 
culcd and cblcd, so elcd; say cd = eu. Now tale, say e = cuf. Then cd = cufu, so 
d = ufu, i.e. uuld. Similarly, buld. That is. bulufu, so bluf. Then uf is a common 
. Therefore, multiple of a and b, so dluf. In other words ufuluf, so u is a unit 
e = cd, i.e. [cu, cb] I- c[u, b]. 
(iii) (3) Since [a, b] = ub, by (ii) we have [UC, bc] = ubc. Clearly 
Therefore, we have: 
[c, bc] = bc. 
ubc = [UC, bc] I- [[a, c], bc] = [a, [c, bc]] = [a, bc] . 
(+) Suppose bc # 0. Clearly [UC, bc] is a common multiple of a and bc, so 
[u, bcll[uc, bc]. By assumption, [a, bc] I- ubc, and [UC, bc] I- c[u, b] by (ii). 
Therefore, ubclc[u, b], and since cf0 we have ubl[u, b]. On the other hand, 
[a, b]lub, so we must have [a, b] = ub. Similarly, [a, c] = UC. 0 
Lemma 1.8. Let R be an LCM domain. Any u,b E R have a g.c.d. (a, b) which 
satisfies (a, b)[u, b] -‘I ub. 
Proof. If a = 0, then (a, b) = b and [a, b] = ub = 0, so assume a f 0, and similarly 
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that b #O. Let [a, b] = 4’ f 0. Then flab, so there is a unique g E R such that 
ge = ab. We will show that g is a g.c.d. of a and b. 
Since [a, b] = e, we have al C, so glb. Similarly gl a. Thus g is a common divisor 
of a and b. Now suppose d is any common divisor of a and b. Then dlub, so there 
is a unique e E R such that de = ab. Now dlu so ble, and dlb so ale. Then e is a 
common multiple of a and b, so f/e; say e = ef. We therefore have g& = ab = 
de = dff, so gd = dff and thus g = df. Then dl g, and therefore g = (a, b). 0 
We will henceforth use the term GCD domain rather than LCM domain for 
these two equivalent concepts. The preceding results have some immediate 
corollaries. 
Corollary 1.9. Let R be a GCD domain, a,b E R. If (a, b) #O, then 
Proof. Immediate from Lemma 1.3(ii). 0 
Corollary 1.10. Let be a domain, a,b R and (a, b) 1. For 
c E if ale bjc, then 
Proof. Clearly [a, b]l c, and by Lemma 1.5, ab = [a, b]. 0 
Lemma 1.11. Let R be a GCD domain. For any a,b,c E R, if (a, b) = 1, then 
(a, bc) = (a, c). 
Proof. If c = 0, this holds, so suppose c f0. Let (a, c) = d f 0, and suppose 
a = a’d, c = c’d. By Corollary 1.9, (a’, c’)= 1. Clearly (a’, b)= 1 because 
(a, b) = 1. By Lemma 1.3(iii), (a’, bc’) = 1, so by part (ii) of the same lemma, 
(a,bc)=d=(a,c). Cl 
Corollary 1.12. Let R be u GCD domain. For any a,b,c E R, if (a, b) = 1 and 
albc, then ale. 0 
We now prove two important facts about GCD domains. 
Theorem 1.13 [6]. Let R be a GCD domain. Then p E R is irreducible iff it is 
prime. 
Proof. All primes are irreducible in any domain. In the other direction, if p is 
irreducible and pta, plfb, then (p, a) = 1 and (p, 6) = 1. By Lemma 1.3(iii), 
(p, ab)= 1, so pl(ab. Thus if plab, then either pla or plb. 0 
Theorem 1.14. Let R be a GCD domain and let F be its fraction field. Let 
f(x) = x” + “,!_ ,x1’-’ + . . . + u,x + u,, be any monicpolynomial in R[x]. Zf p E F is 
a root of f(x) in F, then p E R. [A ring with this property is called normal.] 
Proof. Suppose p = $, where b,c E R. We can assume (b, c) I- 1 in R, otherwise 
let 
b’ = (j&) ’ c’=&) 
in R. Then (b’, c’) = 1 in R and p = 5. 
Now f(p) = 0, that is 
II 
b+ 
a ,,-,b”-’ ub 
C" 
11-I + . . + L + a,, = 0 
C C 
Multiplying by c”, we have 
b” + a,,_ ,b”-‘c + . . . + a,bc”-’ + a,,c” = 0 
in R. This implies that clb”, so (c, b”) -L c. 
But (b, c) I- 1 by assumption, so by Lemma 1.3(iii). (c, b”) = 1 as well. Hence 
c=l,sop=;~R. 0 
Corollary 1.15. Let R be a GCD domain, a,b.c E R, n E kJ. and suppose ab” = 
c” # 0. Then there is a d E R such that a = d”. 
Proof. Clearly b # 0. and k E F is a root of the polynomial x” - a = 0 in F. By 
Theorem 1.14, b Ic in R, say c = bd. Then c” = b”d” = ab”, implying a = d”. 0 
We continue with some more results about GCD domains. 
Lemma 1.16. Let R be u GCD domain. For any a,b,c E R, (u, bc)j(a, b). (a, c). 
Proof. If abc = 0, this is clear, so suppose u,b,c are all nonzero. Let d = (a, bc) 
and let e = (d, b); take f to be the unique element of R such that d = ef. It suffices 
to show that e](u, b) and f](u, c). 
Now e]d(u so elu, and since e(b as well we have e](u, b). 
Let g E R be such that b = eg. Then e = (d, 6) = (ef, eg), so by Corollary 1.9, 
(f, g) = 1. Now d = (u, bc) so d] bc, or ef legc. Therefore, f Igc, and since (f, g) = 
1 we have by Corollary 1.12 that f/c. Also fldlu so flu, and thus f](u, c). 0 
Lemma 1.17. Let R be a GCD domuin. For any a,b,cE R, if (b, c) I- 1, then 
(u. bc) = (u, b) . (a, c). 
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Proof. In view of Lemma 1.16, we need only prove that (a, b). (a, c)l(a, bc). If 
a = 0, this is clear, so suppose a #O. Let d = (a, b) # 0 and e = (a, c) # 0. Now 
dlb, ejc and (b, c)= 1, therefore (d, e)= 1. Since dla and elu, Corollary 1.10 
implies that delu. But delbc as well, so del(a, bc) or (a, b)(a, ~)[(a, bc). 0 
Corollary 1.18. Let R be a GCD domain. For any u,b,cE R, if (b, c) = 1 and 
ulbc, then (a, b)*(u, ~)=a. 0 
Now we can prove the main result in this section 
Theorem 1.19. Let R be a GCD domain. For any a,b,c E R and any n E FV, if 
a” = bc and (b, c) = 1, then there exist d,e E R such that b = d” and c = e”. 
Proof. Let d = (a, b) and e = (a, c). By Corollary 1.18, de = a and so a” = d”e”. 
Thus bc = dne’r. Now dl b, therefore (d, c) = 1, so by Lemma 1.3(iii), (d”, c) = 1. 
By Corollary 1.12, since bc)d”e” we have cle”. Similarly, (e”, b) = 1 and e”d”)bc, 
so e”lc. Thus c = e”, and therefore b = d”. 0 
Corollary 1.20. Let R be a discretely ordered ring with the GCD property. For any 
a,b,c 2 0 in R and any n E FV, if a” = bc and (b, c) = 1, then there exist d,e P 0 in 
R such that b = d” and c = e”. 
Proof. The only units in R are 2 1, so this follows from Theorem 1.19 and the 
properties of ordered rings. 0 
2. Z-rings 
We are primarily interested in ordered domains. More specifically, we will look 
at ordered rings satisfying some additional conditions. 
Definition 2.1. (i) An ordered ring R is discretely ordered if 1 is the smallest 
positive element of R. 
(ii) (Wilkie [19]) A d iscretely ordered ring R is a Z-ring if for each natural 
number n 2 1, we have RlnR z ZlnZ. 
A discretely ordered ring is a domain whose units are ? 1. We alter our notation 
slightly in this case and write (a, b) = c to mean that c is the unique nonnegative 
g.c.d. of a and b (if a and b have a g.c.d. in R). 
If R is a Z-ring, then all of the usual properties of congruence hold when the 
modulus is in Z. If R has the GCD property as well, we can combine these facts 
about congruences with the results about GCD domains from Section 1. This 
enables us to prove some theorems from elementary number theory relating to 
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Case I of Fermat’s last theorem, namely Sophie Germain’s theorem (Theorem 
2.6) and a theorem due to Kummer (Theorem 2.8). 
We start by characterizing Pythagorean triples. 
Definition 2.2. Let R be a GCD domain, a,b,c E R. We say (a, b, c) is a 
Pythagorean triple if a* + b’ = c2 # 0. The triple is primitive if (a, 6) = 1. 
Clearly if (a, b, c) is a primitive Pythagorean triple, then (a, c) = 1 and 
(b, c) = 1. Conversely, either of these conditions implies that the triple is 
primitive. 
Lemma 2.3. Let R be a GCD domain and let (a, b, c) be a Pythagorean triple of 
elements of R. Let (a, b) = d. Then d(c in R and (5, 2, 2 ) is a primitive 
Pythagorean triple. 
Proof. Since dla and dlb, we have d’la’+ b’, i.e. d’lc’. By Corollary 1.15, 
c’=d’e’ for some eER, hence c=de so d\c in R. Then (a, $, 5) is a 
Pythagorean triple, which is primitive by Corollary 1.9. 0 
To find all the Pythagorean triples in a GCD domain, then, it is enough to 
characterize the primitive ones. We can do this when the GCD domain is a 
L-ring. First we need a lemma from [2]. 
Lemma 2.4. Let R be a Z-ring with the GCD property, a,b,c E R, and suppose 
(a, b, c) is a primitive Pythagorean triple. Then one of a,b is even and the other is 
odd. (Thus c is also odd.) 
Proof. Of course, the notions of ‘even’ and ‘odd’ make sense in a Z-ring. By 
primitivity, a and b cannot both be even. If they are both odd, then since 
RI4R s Z/42, we would have a2 = b’ = 1 (mod 4), implying that cZ = 2 (mod 4). 
But 2 is not a square in Z/4Z. 0 
We adapt the following theorem from [2]: 
Theorem 2.5. Let R be a Z-ring with the GCD property. The equations 
a =2de, b E d’ - e* , c = d* + e2 , 
establish a one-to-one correspondence between primitive Pythagorean triples 
(a, b, c) (in which a,b,c > 0, a is even, and b and c are odd) and pairs (d, e) of 
relatively prime positive elements of R of opposite parity (i.e., d f e (mod 2)) for 
which d > e > 0. 
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Proof. All of the ingredients of the usual proof for Z (cf. [2], for example) appear 
above or in the previous section. 0 
We could prove similar results about related equations (e.g., x’ + 2y’ = ZZ?, 
etc.). Instead we turn our attention to Fermat’s last theorem. Let n > 2 be a 
natural number and consider the equation x” + y” = 2” in a Z-ring R with the 
GCD property. A generalization of Lemma 2.3 shows that we can assume that 
x,y,z are pairwise relatively prime. There are two possible cases: We say Case I 
holds for n (in R) if there is no solution to x” + y” = 2” in which nlfxyz. Case II 
holds for n if there is no solution to x’ + y” = z” in which nlxyz. The reason for 
this dichotomy is Sophie Germain’s theorem of 1823, which shows that Case I 
holds for prime numbers n EN satisfying a certain condition. This theorem 
generalizes as follows: 
Theorem 2.6 (Sophie Germain’s theorem). Let R be a Z-ring with the GCD 
property. Let n E N be an odd prime. If there is an auxiliary prime p E N such that 
(i) x” + y” + z” = 0 (mod p) implies x = 0 (mod p) or y = 0 (mod p) or z = 0 
(mod p), and 
(ii) x” = n (mod p) is impossible, 
then Case I of Fermat’s last theorem holds for n in R. 
Proof. The usual proof (cf. [5] or [13]) goes over. 0 
Moreover, there are some natural candidates for p: 
Theorem 2.7. (i) (Sophie Germain) Let R be a Z-ring with the GCD property. Let 
n E N be an odd prime such that 2n + 1 is also prime. Then p = 2n + 1 satisfies the 
hypotheses of Theorem 2.6, so Case I holds for n in R. 
(ii) (Legendre) S’ imt ar y, ‘1 1 if R, n are as above and 4n + 1, 8n + 1, 10n + 1, 
14n + 1 or 16n + 1 is prime, then Case I holds for n in R. 
Proof. [13] gives the proof of (i) and notes that (ii) is proved similarly. 0 
Now we generalize a result due to Kummer [9] which will enable us to say 
something about Case I for even exponents. 
Theorem 2.8. Let R be a L-ring with the GCD property and let n E N be odd. If 
x2l1 + y2” = z2f1 
has a solution in R such that (n, xyz) = 1, then n = 1 (mod 8). 
Proof. See [13]. 0 
As an immediate corollary, we have the following theorem: 
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Theorem 2.9. Let R be a H-ring with the GCD property and let p E fV be an odd 
prime, p # 1 (mod 8). Then Case I of Fermat’s last theorem holds for n = 2p in 
R. 0 
Since there are infinitely many such p, the above shows that there are infinitely 
many independent instances of Case I which hold in all Z-rings having the GCD 
property. Recently, Terjanian [18] proved that the above theorem holds in N for 
all odd primes p. The proof is elementary, but uses quadratic reciprocity at one 
point (see also [ 131). Quadratic reciprocity is not even known to hold in IA,,, 
much less in Z-rings with the GCD property. 
Another result (due to Lebesgue [lo]) which generalizes to Z-rings with the 
GCD property gives a connection between Fermat’s last theorem for exponent n 
and for exponent 2n. Dickson in [3] gives a proof of Lebesgue’s result due to 
Pocklington [12], and this proof can be carried out in our setting. 
Lemma 2.10. Let R be a Z-ring with the GCD property. Let n E N be positive, 
and suppose x” + y” = z” has no nontrivial solutions in R. Then IA’” + uZ” = w2 has 
no nontrivial solutions in R either. 
Proof. See 131. Here ‘nontrivial’ means xyz # 0 (resp. uuw f 0). 0 
Other results of this type also go over to Z-rings with the GCD property. 
3. Bounded existential induction 
As we mentioned in the Introduction, Wilmers in [20] defined the axiom system 
IE, of bounded existential induction. The models of IE, are semirings of a certain 
kind, whereas we would like to continue working with rings. On the other hand, 
bounded quantifiers are much more tractable when everything is nonnegative. We 
therefore try to have our cake and eat it, too; cf. Definitions 3.2 and 3.3. 
Definition 3.1 [20]. Let 9 be the first-order language {+, ., <, 0, l}. 
(i) An E,-formula (or bounded existential formula) is a formula of the form 
3y, < t,(x’)...3y,,, < t,,(.qqx’, YI,. ” 1 Y,,)’ 
where each t;(i) is an Z-term and 0 is open (i.e. quantifier-free). Here 32 < tq is 
an abbreviation for 3z(z < t A cp). 
(ii) A U,-formula (or bounded universal formula) is a formula of the form 
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where each t,(2) is an .2?-term and 8 is open. Here Vz < tcp abbreviates 
Vz(z < t-+ cp). 
(iii) A V,-formula is a formula which is logically equivalent both to an 
E,-formula and to a U,-formula. 
(iv) If T is an Z-theory, we can relativize the definition of V,. Thus 4(x’) is 
provably V, over T if Q(2) is equivalent over T both to an E,-formula and to a 
U 1 -formula. 
Suppose $ is provably V, over T, and cp is a quantified formula containing $J as a 
subformula. Then for purposes of determining the quantifier complexity of cp, we 
can regard $ as though it were quantifier-free, provided we are working in T. For 
example, 
3y < t(2)@ and 3y < t(2) 1 I/J 
will both be equivalent over T to E,-formulas. (Abusing terminology, we say that 
both formulas are E, .) 
Definition 3.2 [20]. (i) The system IE, of bounded existential induction consists of 
the axioms for discretely ordered semirings, together with the induction schema 
for all E, -formulas 0: 
vj((o(o, y’) A Vx(O(x, j>+ 0(x + 1, y’)))-,V4X~ y’)l. 
(ii) The system LE, consists of the axioms for discretely ordered semirings, 
together with the following least number principle for all E,-formulas 0: 
Vj[3xO(x, j)- 3x(0, (x, y’) A t/z < x 1 O(z, j))] . 
Semirings which are models of IE, or LE, will be denoted by M, M’, etc. In 
addition, we define the following: 
Definition 3.3. A discretely ordered ring R is an ZE,-domain if the semiring of 
nonnegative elements of R is a model of IE, . (We will work mainly with models 
of IE, and then generalize the results to IE,-domains.) 
See [20] for the basic properties of IE,. The main one which we need is the 
following: 
Theorem 3.4 [20]. IE, e LE, 
In order to use the induction schema or the least number principle, we must 
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show that certain formulas are equivalent (over some appropriate theory T) to 
E, -formulas or V,-formulas. IE, is one candidate for T. We list three others: 
Definition 3.5. (i) IOpen, the axiom system of open induction, consists of the 
axioms for discretely ordered semirings plus the induction schema for open 
formulas. (R is an open induction domain if the semiring of nonnegative elements 
of R is a model of IOpen.) 
(ii) IOpen + GCD is IO pen together with the GCD property. 
(iii) IOpen + B ez is IOpen together with the following axiom Bez: 
VxVy323s3t(sy = tx + 2 A 21x A zly) 
(Bez is Bezout’s theorem.) 
Clearly the element z in Bez is a g.c.d. of x and y, hence IOpen + Bez implies 
IOpen + GCD. Any model of IOpen + GCD is the nonnegative part of an open 
induction domain with the GCD property, so all the results in Section 1 will 
apply. 
In [15] it is shown that normal open induction domains need not have the GCD 
property, and that open induction domains with the GCD property need not be 
Bezout domains. Moreover, the Bezout domains satisfying open induction con- 
structed in [ 151 are clearly not IE,-domains, since any nonstandard model of IE, 
will contain elements which are divisible by infinitely many powers of 2, for 
example. In the other direction, we have IE, 1 IOpen + Bez (cf. Lemma 3.11). 
Open induction is sufficiently strong to prove the Euclidean algorithm. 
Lemma 3.6. 
IOpen k VxVy[O < y +3!z3!r(z~xAr<yr\x=yz+r)]. 
Proof. Let M k IOpen, x,y E M with y > 0. There must be a z E M such that 
M+(zy<x+(z+l)y<x), 
else by IOpen we have M k Vz(zy < x). Take z as above and r = x - zy to satisfy 
the lemma; clearly z and r are unique. 0 
Corollary 3.7. Any open induction domain is u Z-ring. 0 
Thus we can apply the results of Sections 1 and 2 to models of IOpen + GCD. 
Lemma 3.8. xl y is provably C, over IOpen. 
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Proof. xl y has the El-definition 1.z 5 y(xz = y). (Recall that 010 according to our 
convention.) By Lemma 3.6, x/y is also equivalent over IE, to the U,-formula 
y=ov[o<yAvz-y < Vr<y(y=zx+r+r=O)]. 0 
Lemma 3.9. 
IOpen + Bezk VxVy[(l <x A 1 < y) 
+ 3s < x3t < y3z 5 x(sy = tx + z A (x, y) = z)] . 
Proof. Let A4 k IOpen + Bez, x,y E M with x > 1, y > 1. Take z,s,t as in Bez; 
then clearly (x, y) = z, so in particular z 5 x. It remains only to replace s,t by s’,t’ 
so that s’ < x and t’ < y. 
Note first that if z = x, then xl y, say y = qx. In this case s’ = 1, t’ = q - 1 satisfy 
the lemma. Thus we will now assume that z <x. 
By the Euclidean algorithm (Lemma 3.6) we can write t = qy + t’ for some q,t’ 
with t’ < y. Substituting into Bez yields 
sy = qxy + t ‘x + z . 
The left-hand side is thus greater than or equal to qxy. Hence s 2 qx, so let s’ be 
such that s = qx + s’. Then 
qxy + s’y = Qxy + t’x + z ) 
and so s’y = t’x + z. We claim that z,s’,t’ satisfy the lemma. 
We have already seen that t’ < y. Now s’y = t’x + z 5 (y - 1)x + z < xy be- 
cause we have assumed z <x. Thus s’y < xy, so s’ <x as well. 0 
Corollary 3.10. (x, y) = z is provably V, over IOpen + Bez. 
Proof. (x, y) = z has the U,-definition 
ZIX A zJy A VW 5x + y(wlx A wly- wlz) 
But by Lemma 3.9, we also have the following E,-definition for (x, y) = z in 
IOpen + Bez: 
((x = 1 v y = 1) AZ=1)V(X=OAy=Z)V(y=()AX=Z) 
V[1<XA1<yA~S<X~t<y(Sy=tX+ZAZ~XAZ~y)]. 0 
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By generalizing the proof of Lemma 2.4 of [20], we can show that IE, is a 
strengthening of IOpen + Bez. 
Lemma 3.11. IE, k IOpen + Bez. 
Proof. Since IE, k IOpen, it remains only to show that IE, k Bez. 
Let M k IE, and let x,y E M. We can assume x > 1 and y > 1. By LE, we can 
let z denote the least element of M such that 
Fix s,t so that sy = tx + z for this z. We establish some facts about z. 
(a) z 5 y: For one of the possibilities in the above is s = 1, t = 0. 
(b) Z~X: For if x<z, then sy=tx+z implies sy=(t+l)x+(z-x); since 
s < x we have (t + 1)x < sy < xy and so f + 1~ y. But then z - x contradicts the 
minimality of z. 
(c) z is divisible by all the common divisors of x and y. This is immediate from 
the equation sy = tx + z. 
(d) z(x. It follows easily from the Euclidean algorithm (Lemma 3.6) that there 
exist c,d such that cz = x + d and d < z. Adding ctx to each side, 
crx + cz = (ct + 1)x + d , 
so 
csy=(ct+l)x+d. 
By the argument in the proof of Lemma 3.9 we can subtract the largest possible 
multiple of xy from each side to obtain u <x, w < y such that 
uy = wx + d 
But d < z, so by the minimality of z it must be the case that d = 0. Hence cz = x 
so ZIX. 
(e) z] y. Use the Euclidean algorithm to write y + r = lz for some r < z. Now 
sy=tx+zs04Ysy=&tx+ez,or 
&sy = etx + y + r . 
Since f 2 1 and s 2 1, we can write (es - 1)y = f?tx + r. 
Again we use the Euclidean algorithm to write es - 1 = ax + b with b <x. SO 
(ax + b)y = etx + r, hence 
ayx + by = &tx + r . (1) 
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We want to show now that r 5 by. If r = 0 this is obvious; if r > 0, then since r < z 
and z 5.x by (b), we have O< r<x. Thus, xlfr, so by (1) we have xd’by. This 
implies b # 0 so b 2 1. Also r < z 5 y (the second inequality is from (a)), so 
rs by. 
Therefore, by (l), etx - ayx = by - r 2 0, and so we can write 
by = (et - ay)x + r 
Now b < x, hence (et - ay)x < xy and so 0 5 Ct - ay < y. But r < z, so by the 
minimality of z we must have r = 0. Thus y = ez, so z1 y. 
By (a)-(e), z is the greatest common divisor of x and y. 0 
4. IE, and Fermat’s last theorem 
Lemma 3.11 implies that all of the results from Sections 1 and 2 are available to 
us in IE, The fact that IE, is equivalent to LE, enables us to perform infinite 
descent arguments in IE,, provided we can show the appropriate set is E,- 
definable. 
We will not give proofs of well-known results, but Lemma 4.3 does not seem to 
appear in the literature anywhere even for N. We prove it in detail, thereby 
illustrating how the usual proofs of our other results over N can be converted into 
proofs over IE,. 
Our first result is the following: 
Theorem 4.1. 
(9 IE,~VxVyVz(x~+y~=z’+x=Ovy=0). 
(ii) IE,/-VxVyVz(x”-y”=z’+y=Ovz=O). 
Thus Fermat’s last theorem for II = 4 is provable in IE,. 
Proof. By LE, and our results up to this point, the usual proofs work in IE, (see 
[ll, Theorems 1 and 2 of Chapter 41). In (i) we take the minimal z such that 
3x < z3y < z(x” + y” = 2* A xy # 0) 
and in (ii) we take the minimal x such that 
3y < x332 < x(z’ + y” = x4 A yz # 0) 
to get a contradiction. 0 
It is less well known that there exist elementary proofs for some other cases of 
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Fermat’s last theorem, specifically II = 6 and n = 10. Dickson [3] credits the 
former result to Kausler [S], citing a reference dated 1806, and sketches a 
somewhat convoluted proof. Dickson goes on to say that Kapferer [7] proved 
Fermat’s last theorem for II = 6 and n = 10. His arguments give us the proofs of 
Theorems 4.5 and 4.7. We also show that X’ - yh = z2 has no nontrivial solutions 
in IE, , and our proof, utilizing Lemma 4.3, appears to be new. 
First we need a lemma. 
Lemma 4.2. 
<i> IE, k tlxVyVz[(x” + x2y2 + y4 = z2 A (x, y) = I) 
-+ ((X = 1 A y = 0) v (X = 0 A y = l))] . 
(ii) IE, k VxVyVz[(x” - x2y2 + y” = z7 A (x, y) = 1) 
+ ((X = 1 A y = 0) v (x = 0 A y = 1) v (x = 1 A y = 1))] . 
Proof. The proofs in Chapter 4 of [ll] go over to IE, ; the infinite descent in the 
proof of (i) works when applied to z, rather than to y as in the proof given in [II]. 
In (ii) infinite descent is applied to the product xy; in other words, we can apply 
LE, to find the minimal u such that 
A 3z < 2U3(X1 ~ x2y” + yJ = Z1)] . 
The minimality of u guarantees that (x, y) = 1. The bound on z arises from the 
fact that 
1 X _ x2yl + y” < xly” _ Xzy” + x”y” = 2XJya _ x2y? = 2Uj _ U2 . 
The proof in [ll] now yields a contradiction. 0 
As we mentioned earlier, the next lemma appears to be new for N. 
Lemma 4.3. 
IE, t- ~‘xvy~z[(x’ + x’y’ + y’ = 3.2’ A (x. y) = I)+ x = 1 A y = I] 
Proof. Suppose not, and let M 1 IE, be such that the above does not hold in M. 
By LE, we can choose that least z E M such that 
3X 5 23y 5 z(xy > 1 A xJ + x’y? + y” = 329 
hold in M. 
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We show that (x, y) = 1. Suppose that (x, y) = d > 1. Then d”1.x’ + x2yZ + y’, so 
d”13z’. If 3Yd, then (d, 3) = 1, so by Lemma 1.3, (d4, 3) = 1. Corollary 1.12 then 
implies that d’lz’; say (by Corollary 1.15) that z2 = (d2)2e2 for some e. Then 
z = d’e, so d’lz. Thus 
contradicting the minimality of z. 
If 3/d, then z2 =O (mod27). Thus z =O (modg), so 321z and again we have a 
contradiction to the minimality of z. We conclude that (x, y) = 1. 
Now x,y,z are all odd. For if one is even and the other two odd, we arrive at a 
contradiction by looking modulo 4. Also x f y, else x = y = 1 so xy = 1. Without 
loss of generality suppose x > y, and let u = (x + y)/2, u = (x - y)/2. Then 
x=u+u,y=u-uwithuu#0,andufu(mod2).Alsoanycommondivisorof 
u and u is also a common divisor of x and y; since (x, y) = 1, then (u, u) = 1. 
Substituting x = u + u, y = u - u into the original equation, we have 
3Llj + lou”uZ + 3u” = 32’ 
Since (u, u) = 1, one of them is not divisible by 3. We defined u,u such that u > u, 
but we will not use this fact from here on, so without loss of generality suppose 
3)~. We can rewrite the above equation as (3~’ + 5~~)~ - 9~’ = 16u’, or 
(3~1’ + 5u2 + 3z)(3u’ + 5~’ - 3z) = 16u4 . (2) 
We show that the g.c.d. of the two factors on the left in (2) is 2. For if d is a 
common divisor, then d16.z (since 62 is the difference of these factors) and d116u’. 
Thus d1(6z, 16~‘). But (62,16u”) = 2(3z, 8~‘) = 2(z, u”) because z is odd and 
3xu (here we use Lemma 1.11 twice). Now (u, u)= 1, so (2) implies that 
(z, u) = 1. Hence (z, u”) = 1 by Lemma 1.3(iii). Thus d12, so d = 1 or 2. But the 
two factors in (2) are both even since their difference and product are both even, 
hence their g.c.d. is 2. 
Therefore, one of the factors in (2) is congruent to 2 (mod 4). The other is 
divisible by 8, and the quotients obtained by dividing the respective factors by 2 
and by 8 are relatively prime. Their product is u’, so by Corollary 1.20 one of the 
following holds: 
(A) 3u’+5u’+3z=2a4, 3u’+5u’-3z=Sb”, 
or 
(B) 3u2 + 5u2 + 32 = 86’ , 3u2 + 5u2 - 3z = 2a4 , 
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for some a,6 such that u = ab, (a, b) = 1 and a is odd. In either case we can add 
the equations together to get 
or 
6~’ + 10~’ = 2a’ + 8b3 , 
3~’ = a4 - 5a2b2 + 4b’. (3) 
Case (i): a > b. Then (3) factors as 
3~’ = (a* - b2)(a2 - 4b2) . 
We show that (a’ - b*, a’ - 46’) = 3. For if c is a common divisor, then 
c13b’ = (a’ - b?) - (a’ - 4b2) ) 
and 
c(3a’ = 4(a’ - b2) - (a2 - 4b’) 
But (a, b) = 1 so (a2, b*) = 1, thus ~13. Now a2 - b’ = a2 - 4b’ (mod 3) and their 
product is divisible by 3, so (a’ - b*, a’ - 4b’) = 3. 
Since (a2 - b’)(a2 - 4b’) = 3u’, either 
or 
a2 _ b* = d’ , a2 - 4b’ = 3e’ , (4) 
a2 - b* = 3e2 , a2 _ 4b’ = d’ , (5) 
for some d,e such that u = de, (d, e) = 1. But the second equation in (4) is 
impossible because it implies a2 = 3e’ (mod 4) with a odd. Thus (5) holds, and by 
Theorem 2.5 and the fact that (2b, d, a) is a primitive Pythagorean triple, we 
have 
a = p* + q* ) 26 = 2pq, 
for some p,q of opposite parity with (p, q) = 1. From the first equation in (5), 
( pz + q2)2 - (pq)* = 3e2 or p4 + p2q2 + q’ = 3e” . 
Now p fq (mod 2) so pq # 1. Also pq # 0 because pq = 6 and ab = u Z 0; thus 
pq > 1. Finally, e 5 u < z, the latter holding since 3~’ < 3.2’. This contradicts the 
minimality of z. Thus Case (i) is impossible. 
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Case (ii): a = b. Then by (3), 3~’ = 0 so u = O&-contradiction. 
Case (iii): a < b. This time (3) factors as 3~’ = (b’ - u2)(4b2 - a’). Arguing as 
in Case (i), the above implies 
b2 - u2 = d2 , 4b2 - a2 = 3e2 , 
for some d,e such that u = de and (d, e) = 1. Since a is odd, the first of these 
equations implies by Theorem 2.5 that 
b=p2+q2, u=p2-q2, d=2pq, 
for some p,q of opposite parity, where p > q and (p, q) = 1. Therefore 
4( p’ + q2)’ - ( p2 - q2) = 3e2 , 
3p” + 1Op’q’ + 39” = 3e’. 
Multiplying this equation by 16 yields: 
3(2p)’ + 10(2p)‘(2q)’ + 3(2q)” = 3(4e)” . 
Let s = p + q, t = p - q. Then 2p = s + t and 2q = s - t; substituting in the above, 
we have 
3(s + t)’ + lO(s + t)‘(s - t)’ + 3(s - t)” = 48e’ 
This simplifies to 
16s’ + 16s’t’ + 16t” = 48e2 , 
or 
s’ + s2t’ + t” = 3e’ . 
This is of the same form as the original equation in the lemma, where s # t since 
q#O (because d=2pq#O). Since st#O we have st>l. But e]u so esu<z, 
contradicting the minimality of z. This proves Lemma 4.3. 0 
Corollary 4.4. 
ZE, 1 VxVyVz[(3x4 + 1ox2y’ + 3y4 = 32’ A (x, y) = 1) 
+ ((x = 1 A y = 0) v (x = 0 A y = l))] . 
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Proof. The previous proof reduces this equation to the equation in Lemma 
4.3. 0 
Now we can prove the following: 
Theorem 4.5. 
6) IE,~VxtlyV~(x~+y”=*‘-,x=Ovy=O). 
(ii) IE, 1 VxVyV@ - y6 = _z2 + y = 0 v z = 0). 
Thus Fermat’s last theorem for n = 6 is provable in IE,. 
Proof. (i) Suppose xh + yh = z’ (where we are working in some M k IE,). By the 
usual argument we can assume (x, y) = 1. Therefore, 31(z, else xh + yh = 0 
(mod 3) which implies x = y = 0 (mod 3). Now 
so 
22 = (X’ + y2)(x” - py2 + y”) . (6) 
We show that the two factors on the right in (6) are relatively prime. Since 
4 X _ X3yz + y’ = @’ + y”)T _ 3X’y?, it suffices to show that (x2 + y’, 3x’y’) = 1. 
But 31(x’ + y2 because x2 + y’lz’ and 3)~“. Clearly (x’ + y’, x2y’) = 1 because 
(x, y) = 1. Thus the two factors on the right in (6) are relatively prime. 
So by Corollary 1.20, there exist U,U such that x2 + y” = U’ and x4 ~ x2y’ + 
yJ = u2. By Lemma 4.2(ii), x = 0 or y = 0, since x = y = 1 does not yield a solution 
to X0 + y” = z? 
(ii) Suppose xh - yh = z2 with (x, y) = 1. This time 
z2 = (x2 _ y2)(x4 + x’y’ + y”) . (7) 
Suppose d is the greatest common divisor of the two factors on the right in (7). 
Since x1 + x2y’ + y’ = (1’ - y’)’ + 3x’y’, we have dl3x’y’. But (x’ - y”, x’y’) = 1, 
so d=l or 3. 
(a) If d = 1, then by (7) there exist U,U, such that x2 - y’ = U’ and xJ + x’y’ + 
y” = u’. By Lemma 4.2(i), x = 0 or y = 0. 
(b) If d = 3, then by (7) there exist U,U such that .x’ ~ y’ = 3~’ and X’ + x’y’ + 
y’ = 3~‘. By Lemma 4.3, x = y = 1. Then z = 0. 0 
The proof for n = 10 requires another lemma. 
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IE, 1 VxVyVz[(x” - 3xZy2 + yJ = z* A (x, y) = 1) 
+((X=lAy=O)v(x=OA~y=l))]. 
Proof. Similar to Lemma 4.2(ii); see [16]. 0 
Theorem 4.7. 
IE, k VxVyVz(x”’ + y”’ = z”‘+ .X = 0 ” y = 0) , 
so Fermat’s last theorem for n = 10 is provable in IE, . 
Proof. Suppose x”’ + y”’ = z”‘, where we can assume (x, y) = 1. Then at least one 
of x,y is not divisible by 5; say 5[x and write x”’ = z”’ - y”‘, or 
X I” = (z’ - y’)(zX + zhy2 + zJyJ + z2yh + y”) . (8) 
We show that the factors on the right-hand side of (8) are relatively prime. For let 
d be a common divisor, so z’= y’ (mod d). From the second factor, then, we 
have 5zx =O (mod d). [From Lemma 3.6 it is easy to show that the usual 
properties of congruence hold in IOpen, hence in IE,.] Then d15zx. But d]x”’ and 
(x I”, z”) = 1 by Lemma 1.3(iii) and the fact that (x, z) = 1. Thus (d, z*) = 1. Also 
5i(d because 5Xx, so (d, 5) = 1. Lemma 1.3(iii) implies (d, 5~‘) = 1, and there- 
fore d= 1. 
By (8) and Corollary 1.20, then, there exist u and w such that uw = x, (u, w) = 
1, and 
z2 _ y’ = u”’ ) z8 + z6y2 + zJy” + Z?yh + y8 = w’(’ . 
But 
zx + z6yZ + z4y4 + z2y” + y8 
= [(z? + y*)* _ zly?]’ _ zly’(z* + y’)’ 
= [$2 _ p]* _ &” = s4 _ 3$+” + tl 
where s = z7 + y’ and t = zy. This expression equals w”’ which is a square, so by 
Lemma 4.6 we must have s = 0 or t = 0. But if s = 0, then t = 0 as well, so in any 
case t = 0. Therefore, one of z,y is zero; since y < z it must be that y = 0 as 
required. 0 
We can improve this theorem to get an analogue of Theorems 4.1 and 4.5 for 
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exponent 10. These results were known for IV, but by different proofs which do 
not generalize in an obvious way to IE,. These results appear in [16]. 
5. Open questions 
In Section 2 we saw that Case I of Fermat’s last theorem holds for a large 
number of values of n in L-rings with the GCD property, thus in particular 
in IOpen + GCD. On the other hand, the model of IOpen constructed by 
Shepherdson in which Fermat’s last theorem fails for every n has the property that 
all of the obvious counterexamples are in Case II. Moreover, if there is a Case I 
counterexample in this model .Z( T) , we obtain a Case I counterexample in Z via 
the ring homomorphism Z( T) -+ Z obtained by sending T to 0 (see [4]). 
So our question is the following: 
Question 5.1. Is there a model of IOpen which contains a counterexample 
$1 + y” = z” to Fermat’s last theorem in which ntxyz? 
Another question which arose in Section 2 is the following: 
Question 5.2. Does Terjanian’s theorem hold in all L-rings with the GCD 
property? 
The results in Section 4 raise some more questions. 
Question 5.3. Is any instance of Case II of Fermat’s last theorem provable in 
IOpen + Bez? 
Question 5.4. Is Fermat’s last theorem provable in IE, for some prime exponent 
n? More generally, for some odd exponent n? 
The next two questions qualify as speculation since the answers are not even 
known for N. (If the answers are negative, the proof that this is so may be within 
our reach.) 
Question 5.5. Is the first case of Fermat’s last theorem provable in any of the 
systems we have discussed? 
Question 5.6. Is Fermat’s last theorem provable in IE, for all even standard 
n > 2? Can we show that x” 2 y” = z* has no nontrivial solutions for even n? 
The next n to consider in Question 5.6 is n = 14. The proof in the case of N is 
due to Dirichlet in 1832 (and preceded Lame’s proof for n = 7 by seven years). 
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Dirichlet’s proof is sketched in [5], and does not generalize to IE, in any obvious 
way. 
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